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ABSTRACT 
Middleware platforms must satisfy an increasingly broad and 
variable set of requirements arising from the needs of both 
applications and underlying systems deployed in dynamically 
changing environments such as environment monitoring and 
disaster management. To meet these requirements, middleware 
platforms must offer a high degree of configurability at 
deployment time and runtime. At Lancaster we use reflection, 
components and component frameworks, and middleware families 
as the basis of our approach to develop dynamically configurable 
middleware platforms. In our approach, components and 
component frameworks provide structure, and reflection provides 
support for dynamic configuration and extensibility for run-time 
evolution and adaptation. This approach however has contributed 
to make the development and operation of middleware platforms 
even more complex. Middleware developers deal with a large 
number of variability decisions when planning (re)configurations 
and adaptations. This paper examines how Model-Driven 
Engineering (MDE), Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) and 
System Family Engineering can be used to improve the 
development of middleware families, systematically generating 
middleware configurations from high level descriptions. We 
present Genie, a DSL-based prototype development-tool that 
supports the specification, validation and generation of artefacts 
for component-based reflective middleware. In particular, this 
paper describes how the Genie toolkit improves the development 
of the Gridkit middleware through the modelling and automated 
generation of middleware policies; that remove the complexity of 
handling large number of runtime adaptation policies. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.2.10 [Software Engineering]: Design; D.2.13 [Software 
Engineering]: Reusable Software - Reuse models; D.4.7 
[Operating Systems]: Organization and Design – Distributed 
Systems.  

General Terms: Design 

Keywords: Reflective Middleware, Grid Computing, MDE, 

DSL, System Families  

1. INTRODUCTION 
Middleware platforms must satisfy an increasingly broad and 
variable set of requirements arising from the needs of both 
applications and underlying systems deployed in dynamically 
changing environments such as environment monitoring and 
disaster management. Even more, such platforms must embrace 
both heterogeneous networks and heterogeneous devices: from 
embedded devices in wireless ad-hoc networks to high-power 
computers in the Internet. To meet these requirements, 
middleware platforms must offer a high degree of configurability 
at deployment time and at runtime time. Significant advances 
have been made in recent years in the general area of dynamic 
reconfiguration [1, 12, 22, 24, 26, 27, 31].  

At Lancaster we use reflection, components and component 
frameworks, and middleware families as the basis of our approach 
to develop dynamically configurable middleware platforms. We 
have successfully developed several experimental reflective 
middleware platforms and applications [15-17, 21]. In our 
approach, components and component frameworks provide 
extendable structure and functionality, and reflection offers the 
essential support for dynamic configuration and extensibility for 
run-time evolution and adaptation. Currently, middleware 
developers deal with a large number of variability decisions when 
planning (re)configurations and adaptations. This approach 
however has contributed to make the development and operation 
of middleware platforms even more complex. Middleware 
developers deal with a large number of variability decisions when 
planning (re)configurations and adaptations. This large number 
makes it error prone to manually guarantee that all the decisions 
are consistent. Such ad hoc approaches do not offer formal 
foundations for verification that the middleware will offer the 
required functionality [5, 6]. We strongly believe that 
dynamically reconfigurable middleware platforms require new 
software development and operational paradigms to support 
systematic and automated checking of both functional and non 
functional properties. 

In this paper, we describe our experience of how Model-
Driven Engineering (MDE), and specifically Domain Specific 
Languages (DSLs), and System Family Engineering can be used 
to improve the development of middleware families, 
systematically generating middleware configurations from high 
level descriptions. To demonstrate our approach we describe how 
the Gridkit middleware[10, 15] development is improved by  the 
Genie tool [3]. Genie is a prototype development-tool platform 
that offers a Domain Specific Language for the specification, 
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validation and generation of artefacts for component-based 
reflective middleware. Gridkit is an experimental reflective 
middleware for grid computing, which supports adaptive grid and 
pervasive applications by dynamically combining middleware 
behaviour (composed as component frameworks) based on 
application requirements and changing environmental context. 
Specifically, we illustrate how the Genie toolkit improves the 
development of the Gridkit middleware through the modelling 
and automated generation of middleware policies; that remove the 
complexity of handling large number of adaptive policies.  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the Gridkit 
middleware is introduced. Section 3 discusses how Model Driven 
Engineering can be applied to improve the development of 
middleware families by systematically and automatically 
generating the middleware families. Section 4 introduces Genie 
and in particular, describes how Genie can be used to support 
configurability and re-configurability of one particular adaptive 
(and reflective) technology, i.e. the Gridkit. In section 5, we 
discuss our approach in the context of related work. Section 6 
provides a summary and outlook.  

2. GRIDKIT MIDDLEWARE 
Gridkit is one of the dynamically configurable middleware 
families that have been developed using the OpenCOM 
component model [8]. A key feature of Gridkit is its ability to 
handle diversity i.e. it can be dynamically configured to meet 
different application requirements in different environmental 
settings; hence, different middleware services are tailored to the 
current domain. For example, Gridkit can offer a publish-
subscribe service in an ad-hoc network, or it can be an Object 
Request Broker in the fixed network. This high-level of 
variability makes it an ideal candidate for model driven 
development techniques.  

 

 
Figure 1: The Gridkit Middleware 

 
Fundamentally, the Gridkit architecture is composed of 

component frameworks, where a component framework is a 
management unit for a set of components related to a particular 
domain of middleware behaviour. Like components these can be 
composed and connected to build a suitable middleware for the 
particular set of requirements. Figure 1 illustrates the key Gridkit 
frameworks. The overlays framework supports multiple virtual 
network services (e.g. multicast, ad-hoc routing) required by 
higher level frameworks. Above the overlays framework is a set 
of further “vertical” frameworks that provide functionality in 
various orthogonal areas, and can optionally be included or not 
included on. In brief, the frameworks are as follows: the 

interaction framework accepts multiple interaction type plug-ins 
(e.g. RPC, publish-subscribe, group communication); the resource 
discovery framework accepts plug-in strategies to discover 
application services (e.g. SLP, UPnP, Salutation) and resources 
such as CPUs and storage (e.g. peer-to-peer search); the resource 
management and resource monitoring frameworks are 
respectively responsible for managing and monitoring resources; 
and the security framework provides general security services for 
the rest of the frameworks. These frameworks are discussed in 
more detail in [11].  

Figure 1 also illustrates how middleware configurations are 
chosen and deployed dynamically at runtime. Frameworks are 
also the unit of adaptation; policies for configuration and 
reconfiguration are related to individual frameworks; that is, an 
instance of the interaction framework has one set of policies, 
while the overlay framework will use a different set of policies. 
We advocate this approach to allow domain specific policies to be 
included by different developers. These policies are declarative 
XML statements written by middleware developers. The 
configuration policies describe framework configurations for 
meeting a given set of requirements in a given set of 
environmental conditions. Typically, these policies are in the 
format: for requirement set S, on condition set C, configure 
component graph A. In figure 1 the interaction framework is 
specialized to an event publisher personality described by the 
chosen policy.  

To illustrate the dynamic configurations of Gridkit, consider 
the roaming of a fire fighter [9] from a part of the forest covered 
by an infrastructure network, to a part served only by an ad-hoc 
network. When the application is deployed in the infrastructure 
network, policies for the interaction framework and overlay 
framework tailor an event broker optimized for wired behaviour, 
whereas when the application is deployed in the ad-hoc 
environment the policies define a different event broker more 
suited to ad-hoc routing behaviour. 
 

3. MODEL_DRIVEN ENGINEERING TO 
GENERATE MIDDLEWARE FAMILIES 
Gridkit reflects the modern view of middleware [11, 31], that a set 
of middleware capabilities needs to be tailored to classes of 
problem domains that are increasingly demanding advanced 
functionality such as the ability to adapt dynamically. The 
disadvantage of this approach is the cost of producing different 
middleware systems. The OpenCOM component model supports 
this task but still entails substantial work to instantiate and 
configure a given systems architecture. For example, the 
Publisher framework, only includes 4 components and 5 bindings; 
however the associated XML file that describes the configuration 
has 64 lines. The lines of these kinds of files grow exponentially 
depending on the number of components and bindings. This also 
ignores the extra code required to manage change at run-time. 
Therefore, an important strand of our current research is to 
investigate how generating instances of middleware tailored to 
specific problem domains and contexts can be achieved in a more 
systematic, consistent and, if possible, automatic way. 

We propose a model-driven engineering (MDE) approach 
[23] to help overcome this problem. The first step in this process 
involves the use of UML to specify a set of meta-models 
representing the core middleware functionality and the reflective 



functionality that is common to all middleware family members 
regardless of their domain[5, 6]. In effect, the domain addressed 
by these meta-models is the more generic one of reflective, 
adaptive middleware and represents the fundamental component-
based concepts that underpin our architecture. The syntax and 
semantics offered by UML are sufficient to model the OpenCOM 
concepts (more details of these meta-models can be found in [6]). 
However, when specifying concepts related to higher level 
abstractions related to domains of application, or in our case 
particular domains within the middleware itself (e.g. the 
interaction domain), more specific modeling concepts are needed. 
For example, a modeling language for developing and assembling 
OpenCOM Grid oriented platforms should contain concepts like 
overlay network frameworks, resource management frameworks, 
and resource discovery frameworks; concepts clearly required to 
describe valid configurations of the platform. Therefore we 
advocate the development of a range of DSLs for different 
application domains: OpenCOM itself, Grid computing, 
Publish/Subscribe, Mobile Computing, Multimedia, etc. The 
DSLs map directly on to underlying OpenCOM concepts 
(components, component frameworks, etc). They are then used to 
automate or semi-automate generation of artefacts (source code, 
configuration descriptors, etc) related to the development, 
deployment, and configuration of the different middleware 
platforms.  

The need of modelling run-time information 
In the MDE area, research has focused mainly on using models at 
design, implementation, and deployment stages of development. 
These efforts have been prolific with many tools and technologies 
already succeeding in the industry [7]. However, the ability of 
design-time architecture models to represent run-time information 
still needs research. We think that the use of model-driven 
techniques for validating and monitoring run-time behaviour can 
also engender substantial benefits. We particularly advocate the 
combining of models at run-time with generative techniques to 
produce instances of adaptive middleware (and in particular 
reflective middleware). A noteworthy aspect is that these models 
can accompany the software system and provide the basis for 
defining and executing run-time monitoring and reconfiguration. 
In the specific case of Gridkit, run-time configurations of 
components associated with the different components frameworks 
and its policies can be designed and validated in advance and off-
line. This allows middleware developers to reason, plan, and 
validate the configurations early in the design phase and catch 
design faults before operation time. At run-time, Gridkit reflective 
mechanisms read and interpret policies to dynamically create and 
manage the respective valid configurations. Our approach to 
support the use of configurable run-time models is presented in 
the next section. 

4. GENIE: A TOOL FOR GENERATION 
OF MIDDLEWARE FAMILIES 
Genie is a prototype for a development-environment that offers a 
DSL for the specification, validation, and generation of artifacts 
for OpenCOM-based middleware platforms The tool has been 
developed using MetaEdit+ [28]. Genie allows the creation and 
validation of models that drive the life cycle of the reflective 
middleware families at Lancaster University. From the models 
specified not only source code can be generated but configuration 

files, results associated with model checking and validations, 
testing code and documentation.  

As in other program family techniques, our approach uses 
component frameworks to manage and accomplish variability and 
development of systems that can be adapted by re-configuration. 
A component framework enforces architectural principles 
(constraints) on the components it supports; this is especially 
important in reflective architectures that dynamically change, and 
whose changes must be verified. Models associated to component 
frameworks are used to represent the possible versions and 
variants of the different families. “Configuring a system is the 
process of choosing a specific family instance and modifying the 
run-time structure of a system to conform to the chosen instance.” 
[20] In our approach this implies the insertion, deletion and 
modification of the structural elements represented by the 
component frameworks: components, interfaces, receptacles, 
binding components and constraints. 

4.1 OpenCOM DSL 
Existing models of OpenCOM based middleware families use a 
wide variety of notations that depend on the abstraction of the 
domain that is being modelled. However, the basic concepts of 
any model specified in Genie relates to components, interfaces 
and component frameworks as the component model OpenCOM 
dictates. Genie offers a common modeling notation for all the 
models that is called the OpenCOM DSL. The specification of 
how these concepts work together is described in the graphs 
(configurations) associated with the components and component 
frameworks modelled. In those models, a component offers and 
requires interfaces, interfaces can bind together to connect 
components (i.e required interfaces or receptacles in components 
are bond with offered interfaces of other components). A 
component framework is able to export interfaces from internal 
components. In the same way component frameworks can require 
interfaces to satisfy the requirements of some of their 
components. A partial view of a model of a component 
framework is shown in Figure 4. All the concepts and relations 
described above and contained in the OpenCOM DSL are dictated 
by the OpenCOM as described in [8].All middleware family 
members regardless of their domain share this minimum set of 
concepts. 

4.2 Model-Driven Gridkit Policies 
The pervasive computing scenarios managed by Gridkit do not 
remain constant and invariable over time. Therefore, to configure 
and maintain the same configuration is inadequate, rather the 
middleware must be dynamically reconfigured to cope with 
changes [16]. In section 2 we described the role of the middleware 
developer, who must write a series of configuration policies to 
tailor, and potentially extend the behaviour of the reflective 
middleware. Here, we demonstrate how these configurations are 
designed beforehand using Genie. Genie provides improved 
support for the design and validation of Gridkit policies, which 
can be created in a more efficient manner.  

Figure 2 shows how Genie relates to Gridkit. Modellers 
create and design components and component frameworks to 
generate different artefacts including the policies in the form of 
configuration of components. Components are stored in the 
Component Repository and the policies are stored in the 
Knowledge Repository. At run-time Gridkit then reads the 



validated policies to configure appropriate middleware 
personalities. To do this Gridkit downloads components from the 
Repository. Notice that the Gridkit framework is deployed on 
each participating node (a mobile device, a laptop or even a tiny 

system proper of embedded network systems). The repository can 
be centralized or distributed according the implementation.  

 

 The GridKit framework 
is deployed on each 
partipating node 

 
Figure 2: Genie and Gridkit 

Configuration policies are scoped to individual frameworks 
so an instance of the interaction framework will have one set of 
policies, while an instance of the overlay framework will use a 
different set of policies; see Figure 3. These policies define how 
Gridkit satisfies a requirement in a given environmental context, 
and also how Gridkit adapts to changed environmental context.  
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Figure 3: Gridkit Framework and Policies 

 

 

Figure 4, shows a policy (XML file) generated from the 
component framework shown in the graph. From component 
frameworks models not just policies can be generated, a broad 
range of artefacts can be generated (components source code, 
test code, documentation, etc.), for more details see [4]  

 Any generation of artefacts, including policies do require a 
validation of the content in the model; this topic is covered in 
the next section. 

4.3 Validation of Models 
Constraints are intrinsic parts of the models specified in Genie 
and are the basis of validations and checkings. As noted above, 
a component framework imposes constraints on the components 
it supports. Consequently the fundamental checking is related to 
these architectural constraints. When designing the validations 
of the component frameworks we exploit known variabilities in 
architectural structures so that common checking infrastructure 
can be built once and then used by any user of Genie in the 
corresponding component framework. Not only does this 
approach decrease the cost of models validation, but it makes 
the technology easier, since the modeller needs just to be 
concerned about the domain-specific aspects of the problem; in 
this case the behaviour of components and specific domain-
related constraints (architectural styles and new constraints). 
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Figure 4: Generation of Policies in Genie 

An example of basic validation is the verification that all 
the connections between required interfaces and offered 
interfaces conform to the same type (therefore the configurator 
does not need to check these conditions at run-time). Examples 
of more specific validations are related to the specific 
constraints enforced by the component frameworks: a specific 
component may appear only once at the most, a connection 
between two components must exist, etc. These validations 
should be written for all the component-framework models. 

5. RELATED WORK  
A significant number of experimental middleware platforms 
have been developed including Dynamic TAO, LegORB and 
UIC [29] (all University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign), 
Open CORBA [25] (Ecole des Mines de Nantes), Flexinet [19] 
(APM, Cambridge), and OOPP [2] (University of Tromsø). 
They mainly address issues of configurable middleware and 
application at deployment time and have offered some valuable 
initiatives towards dynamic reconfigurations. However, we are 
unaware of any other current research for dynamic 
reconfiguration with the high degree of runtime 
reconfigurability offered by Gridkit. 

 An increasing number of model driven tools have been 
developed for modeling component-based systems. Cadena [18] 
an environment for building and modeling CORBA Component 
systems for component-based distributed real-time embedded 
systems. CoSMIC [14] offers domain-specific tools for 
composing and deploying distributed real time middleware-

based applications. However these works focus on configuration 
at design and deployment time and do not tackle directly the 
problem of models at run-time for valid reconfiguration and 
adaptation   

The MADAM project [12] aims to facilitate adaptive 
application development for mobile computing following an 
architecture-centric approach where they represent architecture 
models at run-time allowing components to reason about 
adaptation. The MADAM project as our approach moves in the 
direction of allowing policy developers to use reflection to 
specify reconfigurations. We certainly think that this way we 
will be able to tackle much more complex systems. MADAM, 
unlike our approach, focuses on tackling only mobile 
environments requirements; our research also focuses on other 
domains  

J3 Toolsuite [32] an MDE tool that visually captures the 
design of EJB applications, their quality of service (QoS) 
requirements, and the autonomic properties applied to their 
EJBs. J3 can generate code to plug EJBs into a Java component 
framework that provides autonomic capabilities. J3 and our 
approach share the support design of high level specifications 
and their validations at design time. However, J3 focuses on the 
development of EJB applications and relies on EJB reflective 
capabilities. Our approach is language independent, which 
makes it more generic  

There are plenty of UML based tools that provide modeling 
capabilities for component-based systems using primarily code-
level abstractions. Our approach is different by also taking 
advantage of the abstractions in high-level design models that 
naturally tailor specific domains. However we think DSL and 
UML approaches are complementary more than contrary. 

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we have presented our approach to generating run-
time adaptation policies using Model Driven Engineering and 
Domain Specific Languages. These policies allow middleware 
developers to use reflection to specify configurations in a 
systematic way. Specifically, we have described the DSM-based 
Genie toolkit and its role in the automated generation of 
configuration policies for the GridKit middleware. With our 
approach, middleware developers reason, plan, and validate the 
policy-based configurations early in the design phase. Using 
advance validation, design faults of configurations can be 
caught before runtime.    

Substantial research remains to be done. One of the big 
challenges is how to deal with the problem of the combinatorial 
explosion related to the number of policy-based configurations. 
We are also enhancing our prototype to increase its expressive 
and generative capabilities to include new frameworks; for 
example  we are working on the specification of models for 
families of Service Discovery Protocols with a common 
architecture [13].   

Of particular interest is the study of how our approach can 
be enhanced to maintain the integrity of the state of the system 
when performing reconfigurations at runtime. To do this we are 
currently investigating the formal specification and generation 
of policies that guide the reconfigurations managed by the 
middleware. Finally, we are investigating also how requirements 



for domains of application can directly influence the generation 
of domain-specific middleware through the DSLs and meta-
models [30]. 
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